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BEFORE DELIVER!

APPEAL FOR 1,000,000 SALVAGE STEWARDS

Sir James Merchant, of the Directorate of Salvage and Recovery Ministry
of Supply, speaking to the Trades Advisory Council of British Jews at the

Holborn Restaurant at 3 p.m. today, hailed the Jewish New Year 5073 as a year

of doom .for Hitler
•

Appealing for greater effort in the salvaging of waste materials for the

manufacture of munitions, Sir James asked for 1,000,000 salvage stewards in

the offices, shops and factories of Britain.

The loss of rubber, 90% of the world's natural sources of which are in

enemy hands, is serious - most serious, he said.

Don't bo misled by airy hopes that by a miracle of chemistry some

synthetic composition mail suddenly be built up to make good the loss in 1943 •

He can lose the war by resting on delusions.

Today comes further evidence from Germany that the German Government is

feverishly deriving on with collection of scrap. Their salvage campaign is

growing in extent and covers armament and iron and machine industries, power

stations and. transport.

Even machinery formerly used fur production of certain type of weapons

must now bo surrendered, Their reluctance to scrap these more valuable plants,
she tells her industrialists, is unjustified. And the bull-: of her present

scrap collection must bo completed before the end of September, './hen the pots to

and root crops harvest begins.

German scrap is going into reserve to make steel which is being accumulated

for further intensive production.

A single authority controls all her metal consumption. It is a gigantic
scheme to meet the growing strength of the Allies.

The extent of that strength, if want of raw and waste' materials docs not

weaken' it, is shown by the great scrap campaign in America, which demands

16,000,000 tons of scrap metal by next Christmas,

On Saturday last, September the Canadian Government broadcast an appeal
for 500,000 tons of scrap iron to bo collected before winter, to prevent some

Canadian steel mill units closing down.

After the last war, it was discovered that German scrap searches had picked
the ornamental metal from the marble columns of Belgian Churches, Church bells

have now been listed for removal. And the brass fittings off policemen's
helmets must now go, Tho German mother proudly gives up her copper kettle so

that shells nay have copper bands to enable her son to shoot straight.

At an important conference recently held by the British Association of

Science, Sir Harold Hartley declared that sera.]:- recovery, which must become of

increasing importance, is now a major source of ray/ materials, and must be

brought under the Atlantic Charter,
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